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Surviving an Earnout Provision in a Business Sale
If you are selling a business, the buyer may want to pay part of the price through an earnout provision.
This is a contractual arrangement in which the seller receives additional payment in the future if certain financial goals are met. In other words, part of the price is contingent on the performance of the company
after the sale.
Increasingly Common Deal Term
Earnout sales are becoming more common, especially in high-growth companies, those with unproven products, and situations when the buyer and
seller disagree on valuation issues. By some estimates, up to half of small
business sales involve earnout provisions lasting two to five years, typically
involving 15 to 50 percent of the purchase price.
What are earnout provisions based on? It varies depending on the agreement, but the target goals generally involve net income, gross revenue, the
number of new customers or earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation
and amortization (EBITDA).
An earnout may sound attractive, but there are a number of dangers to
watch out for. Here are five:
Danger #1: Losing Control
Obviously, after you sell the business, you're no longer in control. This factor can affect the bottom
line and ultimately, your payout. For example, let's say your payout is based on the net income of
the company for the next few years. You're now subject to someone else's management and accounting practices. There are a lot of ways the new owner could intentionally or unintentionally suppress net income by inflating overhead or accelerating capital expenditures.
The new owner might also make substantial changes to the company's processes and operations,
which could affect net income negatively. Perhaps the new owner doesn't have much expertise in
the industry. Or the customers may prefer dealing with the current management. That could result in
the business suffering through a few rough years of low revenue - the very years that determine
your earnout payments.
What can you do? The most obvious answer is to get the biggest upfront payout possible. Try to limit the earnout to the amount you are willing to lose. Then, if the business begins sliding after the
sale, at least you have some level of protection.
Or you might negotiate to have your earnout payments based on a target other than net income.
You may want use gross profit or some measurement that is less easy to manipulate.
Ideally, you should build some measures into the contract that will help ensure that the target goals
are achievable. For instance, say your earnout is based on the number of new customers, but the
new owner slashes the marketing budget. Without any control over marketing, the chances of meeting the new customer target are slim.
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Surviving an Earnout..., con’t
Danger #2: Ambiguous New Role
Often, when a business is sold, part of the package involves the seller staying with the company in
a new role as an employee or consultant. This allows the seller to ease
into retirement or another project while providing guidance to the new
owner. If you agree to a new position, you'll obviously be in a better
position to keep an eye on the bottom line, although ultimately, you're
still not in control. You want to make sure that employment or consulting contracts do not include clauses that allow the new owner to demote or replace you after the sale closes. There may be personality
clashes or the new owner may be ambivalent about having you stay
on in the first place.
Make sure that a non-compete clause doesn't keep you from pursuing
other projects you are interested in. You also want the contract to include a way to exit gracefully. Suppose you agree to remain during a
three-year earnout period, but find yourself miserable in the role. Negotiate an exit strategy that allows you to leave early without forfeiting
the payments.
Danger #3: Not Getting Details Right
Disagreements can crop up if the parties interpret the terms of the
agreement differently. In some cases, buyers and sellers wind up in
court. That's why it's important to have a professional adviser iron out
the details. You need someone who thoroughly understands your business to facilitate the best results.
The basis for your compensation needs to be spelled out in clear
terms. When will the payments be made? How will they be structured?
The buyer may want payments to be based on net income, arguing
that it is the best indicator of the business's performance. But it may be
better to base payments on gross revenue or another measure. As the
seller, you can insist that the earnout formula include certain caps on
items, such as on the amortization of goodwill, or the depreciation
claimed on capital investments after the sale.
Another issue to consider is the possibility that the buyer will turn
around and sell the business before all the payments are made. You
may want to include a clause in the contract that accelerates your payments if the business is resold. Or, negotiate a guarantee that you will
have a stake in the proceeds if a sale occurs before your earnout is
complete.
Danger #4: Overlooking Tax Issues
Whenever a business is sold, the buyer and seller should plan careful
ly for the tax consequences. There are important considerations de
pending on factors such as:
+ Whether you sell stock or assets
+Whether the earnout will qualify for the IRS rules on install
ments sales, and
+ What type of business structure is in place at the time of the
sale (C corporation, sole proprietorship, S corporation, part
nership, LLC, etc.)
You want to structure the sale to minimize the tax liability
on the proceeds. Consult with your tax adviser about the best way to
structure the deal.
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Danger #5: Not Having Audit Rights
It's a good idea to retain the right to have an independent audit of the financial statements that
determine your earnout payments. Since there will probably be changes in the company's accounting or management practices, an independent review can frame the post-closing financial
statements in terms that are comparable to the way business was conducted before the sale. In
other words, you want to compare apples to apples.
Keep in mind that no matter how many details and scenarios you plan for, there may be some unpredictable situations. Decide in advance how disputes will be settled. For example, some buyers and
sellers decide to stipulate in writing that the agreement will be subject to binding arbitration.
The Biggest Danger: DIY Earnouts
An earnout might be a good way to bridge the valuation gap when selling a business. But it is not a doit-yourself project. A valuation professional who's experienced in mergers and acquisitions can help
protect future earnings, point out pitfalls that might be overlooked and keep a lid on emotions that may
boil over when discussions get heated.

Valuations in Shareholder Disputes
Shareholder disputes are common occurrences in today's complex business world. These disputes
can often be divisive, long-lasting and expensive. They can arise in almost any privately owned business
-- sometimes without warning.
Here are come common types of lawsuits minority shareholders may file against controlling shareholders:
Dissenters Rights Actions
State law may give corporate shareholders the right to receive cash payment for the
"fair value" of their shares, if they do not consent to a major corporate transaction.
This may provide shareholders with an easy way out of the business if they don't
want to be a part of a merger or an acquisition, for example.
Shareholder dissent suits are related to specific actions, such as involuntarily being
cashed out in a merger, sale of material assets of the business, recapitalization, or other major changes
to an equity owners' nature of their investment.
Shareholder Oppression Actions
Oppression actions occur when minority shareholders of close corporations assert that they have been
treated unfairly or prejudicially by those in control and seek dissolution of the company or a buyout of
their shares. Oppression remedies are available to shareholders when they establish that the majority
has excluded them from their proper share of the benefits accruing from the enterprise.

Standard of Value
Minority shareholders in dissenters' rights or oppression actions may be entitled to receive the "fair value" of their shares, rather than fair market value. Courts in many states have interpreted this standard of
value to equate with an interest's pro rata share of the company's entire value on a controlling basis. In
other words, no adjustments are allowed to be made to the company's cash flows or preliminary estimate
of value for the interest's relative lack of control or marketability. Fair value also generally excludes any
appreciation in value that results from the action to which the minority shareholder dissents, in most jurisdictions.
However, laws and interpretations vary from state to state and may depend on the specifics of the case
at hand. So, attorneys and valuators should always discuss the appropriate standard of value, including
whether to make adjustments for control and marketability, early in the valuation process.
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Valuations in Shareholder Disputes...Con’t
Shareholder Agreements: Friend or Foe?
Corporate shareholders may enter into contractual agreements to help minimize disputes, specify owners'
rights and restrictions, and outline methods for resolving disputes and redeeming ownership interests. But
these agreements can also cause disputes, if they're unclear and the parties interpret their provisions differently. These disputes most often arise around the value of the interest being redeemed.
There are a number of ways in which an agreement can set a price, including:
• A formula built into the agreement (for example, five times the last five years' average earnings before
interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization),
• Annual (or periodic) setting of the value by the board,
• Fixed amount of buy-out (for example, $100 for a multi-physician practice buy-in and buy-out),
• Book value, or
• Fair market value to be determined by credentialed valuation professionals.
Fixed formulas or valuations based on book value often cause disputes, especially if the company hasn't
followed the agreement for previous buyouts or if the amount was decided arbitrarily many years earlier.
Even when the parties use valuation experts, conflicts may arise if the valuators don't agree on the value
of the business interest.
Disputes can often be minimized by proper planning up front. Usually, this consists of a comprehensive,
professional shareholder agreement. A few points to keep in mind:

First, the agreement should be written by an attorney. While that sounds simple, some companies may
attempt to write their own agreements using canned software or an old agreement as a template. When
disputes arise, this can be a recipe for disaster.
Second, it is prudent to have the draft agreement reviewed by a team of people, including
the management team (if the entity is a party to the agreement), as well as the company's accounting and
tax professionals. A valuation expert can help ensure you've covered all the value-related bases, including defining the appropriate standard of value and outlining a timeline for appraising and redeeming an
exiting shareholder's interest.
Finally, conduct periodic brainstorming sessions with advisers to determine potential areas of dispute in
the agreement. It can be a valuable tool in heading off litigation in the future. But, it's also a living document that may need to be revised as market conditions, company operations and shareholders' personal
lives change over time.
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